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ABSTRACT
Background: Chronic pain is a common symptom among patients seeking medical help and back pain aﬀects millions of Americans
every year. The protocol at present indicates medical managements for both acute and chronic back pain. Opioids are among the
common pain medications prescribed at present.
Material and Methods: Literature review regarding opioid menace and introduction to the new novel wireless technology called
“Minimally Invasive Micro-stimulator” for Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) and Peripheral Nerve Stimulation (PNS).
Results: Center for Disease Control (CDC) reports alarming increases in mortality related to drug overdose and prescription drug
abuse, especially opioids; 47,600 out of 70,237 (67.8%) drug overdose deaths in 2017 involved opioids. On the other hand, opioids
did not oﬀer eﬀective relief when prescribed for chronic back pain or acute back pain. They only caused serious adverse events and in
a Canadian survey over 50% deaths related to medication toxicity. With postoperative use over 9% patients developed opioid related
complication, which increased hospital costs by 29% with a 55% extended hospital stay. Wireless SCS or PNS on the other hand are
minimally invasive procedures wherein only one Implantable Neural Stimulator (INS) is percutaneously placed for neural stimulation.
This INS has capabilities to access an externally placed pulse generator by wireless means to induce stimulation. In several patients this
“Minimally Invasive Stimulator” was shown to be eﬀective in the management of chronic pain with very few adverse events. In a recently
published prospective randomized controlled trail beneﬁts of the single stage implantation of a single INS provided eﬀective pain relief in
nearly 90% patients with low back pain as well as leg pain using both high frequency and low frequency stimulation ranges.
Conclusions: Opioids delay recovery of patients with low back pain while additional adverse events increase the morbidity and
mortality. Wireless neuromodulation (SCS and PNS) by “Minimally Invasive Stimulator” appears to be safe and eﬀective in chronic
back pain management and worthy of its application in the early stages itself. Thus, excluding prescription opioids, altogether in pain
management, can mitigate the mortality and morbidity associated with these addictive drugs.

INTRODUCTION
Chronic pain is a common symptom and in the United States
alone, about 100 million people in 2016 reportedly suffered from pain,
either chronic or acute, necessitating consumption of opioids for
relief in health care facilities or at home [1]. Apart from being potent
analgesics, Opioids have serious consequences on several systems,
especially the central nervous system and gastrointestinal tract.
Morbidity was not the only serious concern related to these opioid
use, but serious mortality has been reported, recently, following abuse
or overdose of opioids [2-6].
In January 2019, Scholl et al released the data analysis on opioid
related overdose deaths in the United States between 2013 and 2017
[7]. According to this CDC report 47,600 out of 70,237 (67.8%) drug
overdose deaths in 2017 involved opioids. Between 2013 and 2017,
synthetic opioids contributed to increases in the drug overdose death
rates in several states and in 1 year alone (2016-2017) there was a
45.2% increase in these deaths.
This presentation particularly aims to bring out the alternatives
available in the management of chronic pain in the form of wireless
neuromodulation. To emphasize the utility of Wireless Spinal Cord
Stimulation (WSCS) or Peripheral Nerve Stimulation (WPNS) for its
safety and efficacy there is need to point out the opioid menace in
back pain management.
Opioids in the management of back pain
In 2011, Deyo, et al. reported that over 2% of adults in the US,
reported use of opioids on regular basis on prescription: over 50% of
them were suffering from back pain [8].
Other reports also suggested that most of these patients using
prescription opioids were suffering from chronic back pain, usually
refractory to the non-opioid medication. In spite of the paucity of
reports on the safety or efficacy of long-term usage of opioids in back
pain, prescriptions have rapidly increased in the treatment of acute
low back pain resulting in the opioid menace [9]. Additionally, Bawor
et al. found out that more than 50% of women and about one-third
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of men were introduced to opioids by prescription alone (particularly
Methadone) to start with [10]. Contrary to the expectations, opioids
not only failed to provide the required pain relief, but exposed these
patients with acute low back pain, to the risk of habituation/adverse
events/further delays in recovery [11]. Opioid toxicity was responsible
for 58% of mortality in medication-related deaths in a Canadian
Survey [12]. Maladi et al. also made an interesting observation that the
route of administration changed from oral to nasal inhalation or to
parenteral especially in the social gatherings, exponentially increasing
the drug consumption in both cancer and non-cancer patients [12].
Opioids and their eﬀect on outcome following spine
surgery
One among the common painful conditions requiring opioid
prescription is back pain, even though the outcome in terms of relief
or functionality remain controversial. One year following spine
surgery, results were evaluated by Hills et al in patients who received
opioids preoperatively. Those with chronic opioid usage before
surgery failed to reach satisfactory outcome goals; instead they were
prone to have higher risk of opioid-dependency as well as increased
risk for complications at 90-day review [13].
Abdel Shaheed in their systematic review of 3419 patients with
low back pain, disclosed that only modest pain relief was obtained
with the recommended dosage that was short-living. Authors also
concluded that there was no evidence that long-term opioids could
provide sustainable relief and it is unknown if they are useful in acute
low back pain even [14].
In the dreadful scenario of opioid addiction and adverse
events including death, alternative management strategies are very
much indicated. Apart from regulating the usage of prescription
opioids outside or inside the hospitals, safe and minimally invasive
techniques have to be encouraged. Neuromodulation approaches
do not involve systemic consumption of drugs which could produce
complications of several systems like the CNS or GI tract. At present,
minimally invasive technology is available with possibly no systemic
complications or prolonged hospital stay.
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Wireless neuromodulation and chronic back pain
More than 90 million Americans reportedly suffer from chronic
pain and possibly could end up consuming prescription opioids on
long-term basis. Alternatives to failed conservative treatment were
not available until neuromodulation by electrical stimulation of
neural tissues was introduced successfully applying the Gate-Control
theory [15,16]. These neuromodulation devices deliver stimulation
to the electrically excitable tissues and among the various methods
currently in use, Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS), Peripheral Nerve
Stimulation (PNS) and Dorsal Root Ganglion Stimulation (DRGS)
gained popularity over the past four decades with established costeffectiveness as well as safety [17-20].

Figure 1: MRI compatible INS with nano-electronics circuit to receive
communication from the WPG. During implantation a separate receiver wire
(not shown) is coupled by being placed into the inner lumen of the Stimulator.

The technology has been evolving rapidly in order to curtail the
adverse events or failures resulting from the conventional equipment
that includes implantation of several components, most notably an
Implantable Pulse Generator (IPG) with its long connection cables.
A wirelessly-powered, battery-free Implantable Neural Stimulator
(INS) provides a truly minimalistic approach both in technology and
technique. This new technology involves application of an external
Wireless Power Generator (WPG) that has a dipole antenna using
microwaves (very short length pulses electromagnetic waves at Giga
Hertz frequencies (GHz) for electric field coupling. The INS device
(Stimwave Technologies, Pompano Beach, Florida) is powered by
radiative electric field coupling through tissues at the above described
microwave frequencies (unlike the low frequencies of 100-500 KHz
employed by the conventional implants) that enable smaller sized
implants to be placed even at deeper tissue planes. By virtue of the
electromagnetic waves in use, the technology offers minimal loss
of power with much better energy transfer across the tissues [21].
These micro-implants with 800-1350 μm diameter are of significantly
smaller in size compared to the bulk of the traditional implants that
come with multiple components. This INS includes nano-electronics
on the lead itself with a passive antenna capable of accessing WPG
placed outside the patient body. INS can have 4 or 8 contact electrodes
and can be a cylinder or a paddle type with a receiver wire mated to it
internally for wireless power transfer (Figure 1).
These contacts have independent power and application-specific
circuits integrated within the device so as to produce charge-balanced
waveforms. Nanotechnology integrated within the INS manage the
addressing systems coordinated with the WPG placed externally
(Figure 2). In addition to the miniature size of the device, the
microwave frequencies applied for the stimulation are much safer
and do not damage the cell membranes of the excitable tissues.
Wireless Power Generator (WPG)
This is placed on a fabric in close proximity to the INS, and
engages the stimulator according to the parameters required for
effective stimulation of the target tissue. WPG utilizes the standard
wireless technology of the cellular phones and has an average pulse
output power of 1 Watt. It has a Radiofrequency (RF) transmitter that
encodes the stimulation waveforms in to signal forms in accordance
with the required settings controlled by a microprocessor within
(Figure 2,3).
Both patient and clinical practitioner can access the WPG via a
controller in the form of a Bluetooth or an App on mobile phone [21].
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Figure 2: WSCS & WPNS System. The Implantable Neural Stimulators can
have either 4 or 8 contacts. A separate Receiver wire that is inserted into the
inner lumen of the INS. The WPG is placed on a fabric in close proximity to the
Receiver & INS, and engages the INS according to the parameters required for
eﬀective stimulation of the target tissue. The WPG can be controlled through a
multitude of iOS devices to provide access to more advanced settings.

Figure 3: Wireless Pulse Generator is comprised of a fadiofrequency transmitter
and a fabric antenna that is placed in close proximity to the Receiver & INS

DISCUSSION
Chronic back pain is a disabling symptom resulting in loss of
function as well as working hours that impact the economy. Patients
are driven to the use of prescription opioids that may not yield the
expected relief but produce several adverse events including addiction
and death. Neuromodulation is an effective method to control
pain and SCS or PNS have shown cost-effective results. Wireless
neuromodulation is much better in its minimalistic approach.
WNM has been clinically in use for several years and affords relief
in the forms of SCS, DRG and PNS techniques supported by multiple
clinical trials.
The capabilities of the technology makes its application possible
in several chronic pain conditions. As shown by Poon et al, the GHz
range of the wireless systems offers several potential advantages in
biological media [22,23].
The frequencies applied here, reduce the size of the receiver
considerably and the tissue depth relationship to the energy transfer
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was much more efficient. The author (Laura Tyler Perryman)
demonstrated in porcine models that the depth at which INS gets
implanted had a direct correlation with the effective current density
[23,24]. The antenna of the WPG at 915 MHz was able to energize
the INS at 12 cm depth, with a 4.3 cm antenna in the animal models.
In clinical settings successful stimulation provided significant
pain relief in patients with back pain and leg pain in patients with
Failed Back Surgery Syndrome (FBSS) [25]. Treatment of FBSS
low back pain with a novel percutaneous DRG [26], post herpetic
neuralgia [27], refractory craniofacial pain [28] and Complex
Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS) of upper extremity [29,30]. These
patients required implantation of stimulator only, sine the WPG
eliminates surgical implantation of the battery inside the body.
They never experienced the complications due to either IPG or its
appendages while stimulation was successful and efficient. These
technological advances translate in to reduced operating time, fewer
hospital visits, decreased health care costs and improved cosmetic
result to the patient.

SUMMARY
Opioid abuse continues to be a serious threat to public health and
safety as continued prescriptions increase with chronicity of pain.
Not only the adverse events have been on the rise but there is paucity
of literature supporting the effectiveness of opioids in low back pain
or any chronic pain syndromes. Synthetic opioids have been reported
to be increasingly abused with consequent rise in morbidity and
morbidity (Table 1)[31].
In this scenario, alternatives need to be encouraged that offer
safety and minimalistic approach.
Wireless approach also called the injectable neuro-stimulation
method is one such minimally invasive treatment to control chronic
pain. Conventional SCS and PNS have already been established as
reliable and cost-effective treatment methods in the management of
chronic pain. The minimally invasive WNM is while, devoid of the
equipment related complications and adverse events, offers patientfriendly technology.
It has the added advantages owing to the delivery higher frequency
stimulation (much wider range of frequencies) that enable miniature
implants to be placed at varying depths in close proximity to the neural
excitable tissues, percutaneously through a needle. These implants are
thus also called minimally invasive micro-stimulators and offer an
improved transfer of energy with minimal power loss. They are also
less damaging to the cell membranes at the excitable tissues. Stimwave
(Stimwave Technologies, Pompano Beach, Florida) implants have
been tried in several multicenter clinical trials and the experience has
been so far encouraging while adverse events are very limited since
there is only one micro-implant (the INS) with wireless capabilities,
requires to be placed inside the body. Several studies in larger patient
populations have been ongoing at present all over the world. A recent
prospective randomized controlled trail was concluded to support the
benefits of the single stage procedure with implantation of single INS.
Both high frequency and low frequency stimulation ranges provided
effective pain relief in nearly 90% patients with low back pain as well
as leg pain.

PERSPECTIVE
Public education about the adverse events, surveillance and
monitoring of opioid abuse would reduce the mortality and morbidity
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Table 1: This shows the signiﬁcant diﬀerences in hospital costs when patients
develop complications related to opioid use [31].
Variables
Total costs

with Opioid AE

no AE

USD 36,892 (23,836- USD 15,716 (11,453-22,328). p
52,411)
= < 0.001

Length of PO stay

6 (4-9) days

2 (1-4) days. p < 0.001

30-day readmission
rate

13%

6.1% (p < 0.001).

In-patient mortality

2%

0.2% (p < 0.04

Annexure 1:
Author holds the following patents. Information in the manuscript includes
material from the patent applications.
1. US9409029B2 Remote RF power system with low proﬁle transmitting antenna
2. US9254393B2. Wearable antenna assembly
3. US9220897B2. Implantable lead
4. US9199089B2. Remote control of power or polarity selection for a neural
stimulator.
5. US8849412B2. Microwave ﬁeld stimulator.
6. US8903502B2. Methods and devices for modulating excitable tissue of the
exiting spinal nerves.
7. US9409030B2. Neural stimulator system.
8. US15228715. Remote rf power system with low proﬁle transmitting antenna.
9. US9522270B2. Circuit for an implantable device.

of opioids. The regulations at present recommend conservative
medical treatment before advising any neuromodulation approach.
In view of the technological advancements in neuromodulation the
minimalistic approach in the form of a micro-implant can be offered
as an alternative to long-term opioids. The adverse events or the
hospital costs incurred because of pre or postoperative opioids can
be avoided with wireless neuromodulation technology which has
promising results so far.
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